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Abstract. In this paper, we define intuitionistic neutrosophic set (INSs). In fact, all INSs are neutrosophic 
set but all neutrosophic sets are not INSs. We have shown by means of example that the definition for 
neutrosophic sets the complement and union are not true for INSs also give new definition of complement, 
union and intersection of INSs. We define the relation of INSs and four special type of INSs relations. Finally 
we have studied some properties of INSs relations. 
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1. Introduction 
 In 1965 [7], Zadeh first introduced the concept of fuzzy sets. In many real applications to handle 

uncertainty, fuzzy set is very much useful and in this one real value [0,1])( xA  is used to represent the 

grade of membership of a fuzzy set A  defined on the universe of discorse X . After two decades Turksen 
[13] proposed the concept of interval-valued fuzzy set. But for some applications it is not enough to satisfy to 
consider only the membership-function supported by the evident but also have to consider the non-
membership-function against by the evident. Atanassov [3] introduced another type of fuzzy sets that is 
called intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) which is more practical in real life situations. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
handle incomplete information i.e., the grade of membership function and non-membership function but not 
the indeterminate information and inconsistent information which exists obviously in belief system. 

Wang et.al. [2] introduced another concept of imprecise data called neutrosophic sets. Neutrosophic set 
is a part of neutrosophy which studies the origin, nature and scope of neutralities, as well as their interactions 
with different ideational spectra. Neutrsophic set is a powerful general formal framework that has been 
recently proposed. In neutrosophic set, indeterminacy by the evident is quantified explicitly and in this 
concept membership, indeterminacy membership and non-membership functional values are independent. 
Where membership, indeterminacy membership and non-membership functional values are real standard or 

non-standard subsets of [0,1]  . 

In real life problem which is very much useful. For example, when we ask the opinion of an expert about 
certain statement, he or she may assign that the possibility that the statement true is 0.5  and the statement 
false is 0.6  and he or she not sure is 0.2 . This idea is very much needful in a various problem in real life 
situation. 

The neutrosophic set generalized the concept of classical set, fuzzy set [7], interval-valued-fuzzy set [13], 
intuitionistic fuzzy set [3], etc. Recently Bhowmik and Pal et.al. [14] have defined intuitionistic neutrosophic 
set. 

Definition 1 Let X  be a fixed set. A FS A  of X  is an object having the form }./)(,{= XxxxA A    

where the function [0,1]: XA  define the degree of membership of the element Xx  to the set A , 
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which is a subset of X .  

Definition 2 Let X  be a fixed set. An IFS  A   of X  is an object having the form ),(,{= xxA A  

}./)( XxxA   where the function [0,1]: XA  and [0,1]: XA  define respectively the degree of 

membership and degree of nonmembership of the element Xx  to the set A , which is a subset of X  and 
for every Xx , 1.)()(0  xx AA    

An element x  of X  is called significant with respect to a fuzzy subset A  of X  if the degree of 
membership 0.5>)(xA , otherwise, it is insignificant. We see that for a fuzzy subset A  both the degrees 

of membership )(xA  and non- membership )(1=)( xx AA    can not be significant. Further, for an IFS 

}/)(),(,{= XxxxxA AA    it is observe that 1)()(0  xx AA  , for all Xx  and hence it is 

observed that 0.5)}(),({min xx AA  , for all Xx .  

Definition 3 [12] Let X  be a fixed set. A generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set (GIFS) A  of X  is an object 

having the form })(),(,{= XxxxxA AA    where the function [0,1]: XA  and [0,1]: XA  

define respectively the degree of membership and degree of nonmembership of the element Xx  to the set 
A , which is a subset of X  and for every Xx  satisfy the condition  

 0.5,)()(  xx AA   for all .Xx   

This condition is called generalized intuitionistic condition (GIC). In fact, all GIFs are IFSs but all IFSs 
are not GIFSs.  

Having motivated from this definition we propose another concept of neutrosophic set. 

In this paper, in Section 2  we recall the non-standard analysis by Abraham Robinson and some 
definitions of neutrosophic sets of Wang et.al. [2]. In Section 3 , we define a new type of neutrosophic sets 
called intuitionistic neutrosophic sets (INSs)and have shown by means of example, that the definition for 
neutrosophic sets the complement and union are not true for INSs. Also we define new definition of 
complement, union and intersection of INS. In section 4 , we define the relation of INSs and four special 
type of INSs relations. Finally we have studied some properties of INSs relations. 

2. Preliminaries 
 In 1960s Abraham Robinson has developed the non-standard analysis, a formalization and a branch of 

mathematical logic, that rigorously defines the infinitesimals. Informally, an infinitesimal is an infinitely 
small number. Formally, x  is said to be infinitesimal if and only if for all positive integers n  one has 

n
x

1
|<| . Let 0>  be a such infinitesimal number. The hyper-real number set is an extension of the real 

number set, which includes classes of infinite numbers and classes of infinitesimal numbers. Let's consider 

the non-standard finite numbers  1=1 , where "1" is its standard part and ""  is non-standard part and 

 0=0 , where "0"  is its standard part and ""  is non-standard part. Then we call [0,1]   is a non-
standard unit interval. 

 Generally, the left and right boundaries of a non-standard interval [,]  ba  are vague and imprecise. 
Combining the lower and upper infinitesimal non-standard variable of an element we can define as 

)}(){(=   ccc . 

Addition of two non-standard finite numbers with themselves or with real numbers defines as: 

.)(=),(=,)(=,)(=),(=   babababababababababa  

Similar for subtraction, multiplication, division, root and power of non-standard finite numbers with 
themselves or real numbers. 

Now we recall some definitions of Wang et al.[2]. 

Let X  be a space of points (objects), with a generic elements in X  denoted by x . Every element of X  
is characterized by a truth-membership function T , an indeterminacy function I  and a falsity-membership 

function F . Where FIandT ,  are real standard or non--standard subsets of [0,1]  , that is,  
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 [,0,1]: XT  

 [,0,1]: XI  

 [0,1]: XF  

There is no such restriction on the sum of )()(),( xandFxIxT , so   3)()()(0 xFxIxT .  

Definition 4 A neutrosophic set A  on the universe of discourse X  is defined as  )(),(),(,= xFxIxTxA , 

for all Xx , where [0,1])(),(),( xFxIxT  and   3)()()(0 xFxIxT .  

Definition 5  The complement of a neutrosophic set A  is denoted by A  and is defined as 
  )(),(),(,= xFxIxTxA AAA , where   for all x in X  

 ),(}{1=)( xTxT AA 
  

 ),(}{1=)( xIxI AA 
  

 ).(}{1=)( xFxF AA 
  

Definition 6  A neutrosophic set A  is contained in another neutrosophic set B  i.e., BA , if for all x  in 
X   

 ),()( xTxT BA   

 ),()( xIxI BA   

 ).()( xFxF BA   

Definition 7  The union of two neutrosophic sets A  and B  is also a neutrosophic set, whose truth-
membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership functions are  

 ),()()()(=)()( xTxTxTxTxT BABABA   

 ),()()()(=)()( xIxIxIxIxI BABABA   

 .),()()()(=)()( XinxallforxFxFxFxFxT BABABA   

Definition 8  The intersection of two neutrosophic sets A  and B  is also a neutrosophic set, whose truth-
membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership functions are  

 ),()(=)()( xTxTxT BABA  

 ),()(=)()( xIxIxI BABA  

 .),()(=)()( XinxallforxFxFxT BABA  

Definition 9  The difference between two neutrosophic sets A  and B  is also a neutrosophic set is denoted 
as BA \ , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership functions are  

 ),()()(=)()\( xTxTxTxT BAABA   

 ),()()(=)()\( xIxIxIxI BAABA   

 .),()()(=)()\( XinxallforxFxFxFxT BAABA   

Definition 10  The cartesian product of two neutrosophic sets A  and B  defined on the universes X  and Y  
respectively is also a neutrosophic set which is denoted by BA , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-
membership and falsity-membership functions are defined by  

 ),()()()(=),()( yTxTyTxTyxT BABABA   

 ),()(=),()( yIxIyxI BABA  

 .),()(=),()( YinyandXinxallforyFxFyxT BABA  

3. Intuitionistic neutrosophic sets  
 Having motivated from the observation, we define an intuitionistic neutrosophic set (INS) as follows:  

Definition 11  An element x  of X  is called significant with respect to neutrsophic set A  of X  if the 
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degree of truth-membership or falsity-membership or indeterminancy-membership value, i.e., 
0.5)()()( xIorxForxT AAA . Otherwise, we call it insignificant. Also, for neutrosophic set the truth-

membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership all can not be significant. 

We define an intuitionistic neutrosophic set by  )(),(),(,= xFxIxTxA AAA , where  

 0.5,)}(),({min xFxT AA  

 0.5,)}(),({min xIxT AA  

 ,0.5,)}(),({min XinxallforxIxFand AA   

with the condition    2)}()()({0  xFxIxT AAA .  

Definition 12 The complement of INS  )(),(),(,= xFxIxTxA , for all Xx , is defined as  

XxallforxTxIxFxA  ,)(),(),(,='  

Definition 13 The intersection of two INSs *A  and *B  is also an INS, whose truth-membership, 
indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership functions are  

 )}(),({min=)()( xTxTxT BABA  

 )}(),({min=)()( xIxIxI BABA  

 .)},(),({max=)()( XinxallforxFxFxF BABA  

Definition 14 The union of two two INSs A  and B  is also an INS, whose truth-membership, 
indeterminacy-membership and falsity-membership functions are  

 )}(),({max=)()( xTxTxT BABA  

 )}(),({min=)()( xIxIxI BABA  

 .)},(),({min=)()( XinxallforxFxFxF BABA  

 Here we recall the definitions 5, 7, and we will show by means of examples that they are not valid for 
INSs.  

Example 1  Let }.8,0.4,0.5,0,.4,0.8,0.2,0{= 21  xxA  and =B ,.8,0.4,0.3,0{ 1 x }.8,0.4,0.2,02 x  be 

two INSs of X . 

By definition 5, }..2,0.6,0.5,0,.6,0.2,0.8,0{=)( 21
'  xxA  

Here we see that for 1x  both I  and F  are 0.5 . So ')(A  is not a INS. 

By definition 7, we get }.0.96,0.64,0.6,,,0.88,0.88,0.44{= 21  xxBA  

Here all FIT ,,  for 1x  and also for 2x  are 0.5 . So BA  is not a INS.  

4.  Relations on INSs and some of its properties 
Here we give the definition relation on of INSs and study some of its properties. 

Let ZandYX ,  be three ordinary nonempty sets.  

Definition 15 A INS relation (INSR) is defined as a intuitionistic neutrosophic subset of YX  , having the 
form  

 },:),(),,(),,(),,({= YyXxyxFyxIyxTyxR RRR   

where,  

 [0,1]:[0,1],:[0,1],:  YXFYXIYXT RRR  

satisfy the conditions 

)(i  at least one of this ),(),(),,( yxandFyxIyxT RRR  is 0.5  and 

)(ii  2)}()()({0  xFxIxT AAA .  

 The collection of of all INSR on YX   is denoted as )( YXGR  .  
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Definition 16 Let R  be a INSR on YX  , then the inverse relation of R  is denoted by 1R , where  

).(),(),,(=),(),,(=),(),,(=),( 111 YXyxxyFyxFxyIyxIxyTyxT RRRRRR   

Lemma 1  Let ),( YXGRR  and ),( YXGRP , then 

)}}},,(),,({max{min{)}}},,(),,({min{max[{min zyIyxIzyTyxT PR
y

PR
y

 

0.5)}}}],(),,({max{min{ zyFyxF PR
y

 

Proof. )}}},,(),,({max{min{)}},,(),,({min[{min zyIyxIzyTyxT PR
y

PR 


 

            )}}}],(),,({max{min{ zyFyxF PR
y




 

        )}},,(),,({max{)}},,(),,({min[{min zyIyxIzyTyxT PRPR  

              )}}],(),,({max{ zyFyxF PR  

      )}}],,(),,({max{)}},,(),,({min[{min[min= zyIyxIzyTyxT PRPR  

            )}}],(),,({max{ zyFyxF PR           

)}}],,(),,(),,({min{)}},,(),,(),,({min[{max[min= zyIzyTyxTyxIzyTyxT PPRRPR  

              )}}],(),,({max{ zyFyxF PR  

      )}},,(),,(),,(),,({min[{max= yxIzyTyxTyxF RPRR  

              )}}],(),,(),,(),,({min{ zyIzyTyxTzyF PPRP  

      )}}],({0.5,min{)}},,({0.5,min[{max yxTzyT RP  

  0.5]),(),(),,([ yxIandyxTyxFofoneleastatsince RRR  

      .0.5, Yy   

Lemma 2  Let ),( YXGRR  and ),( YXGRP , then 

)}}},,(),,({min{max{)}}},,(),,({max{min[{min zyIyxIzyTyxT PR
y

PR
y

 

        0.5)}}}],(),,({min{max{ zyFyxF PR
y

  

Proof. The proof is similar as lemma 1. 

Now we define two composit relations of INSs.  

Definition 17 Let ),( YXGRP  and ),( ZYGRR . Then we define two composit relations on ZX  , 

denoted by RP   and RP  and they are defined as  

 whereZzXxzxFzxIzxTzxRP RPRPRP },,:),(),,(),,(),,({=    

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),( zyTyxTzxT RP
y

RP  

 )}},,(),,({max{min=),( zyIyxIzxI RP
y

RP  

 )}},(),,({max{min=),( zyFyxFzxF RP
y

RP   

 whereZzXxzxFzxIzxTzxRPand RPRPRP },,:),(),,(),,(),,({=    

 )}},,(),,({max{min=),( zyTyxTzxT RP
y

RP  

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),( zyIyxIzxI RP
y

RP  

 )}}.,(),,({min{max=),( zyFyxFzxF RP
y

RP  

By lemma 1 and lemma 2 the sets RP   and RP  both satisfy the conditions of INSs.  
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Theorem 1  If ),( YXP  and ),( ZYR  be two subsets of INSRs then 

)(i   111 =)(  PRRP   

)(ii   111 =)(   PRRP   

Proof. (i) Let RPA =  and 11=  PRB  , then  

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),( )()( zyTyxTzxT RPRP
y

A   

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),(
)11()11(

xyTyzTzxT
PRPRy

B  
 

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),( )()( zyIyxIzxI RPRP
y

A   

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),(
)11()11(

xyIyzIzxI
PRPRy

B  
 

 )}},,(),,({min{max=),( )()( zyFyxFzxF RPRP
y

A   

 )}}.,(),,({min{max=),(
)11()11(

xyFyzFzxF
PRPRy

B  
 

Now,   )}},(),,({min{max=),(
)11()11(

zyTyxTzxT
PRPRy

B  
 

 )}},,(),,({min{max[min[max= 11 yzTzxT
PRzy
  

 )}}]],(),,({min{max 11 zxTxyT
PRx
  

 )}},(),,(),,(),,({min{max= xzTyxTzyTxzT PRPR
y

 

 )}},(),,({min{max= )()( yxTzyT PRPR
y

  

 )}},(),,({min{max= 1)(1)(
xyTyzT

RPRPy
 

 

 ),(= 1 xzT
A

 

Similarly we can prove ),(=),( 1 zxIzxI
AB   and ).,(=),( 1 zxFzxF

AB   

Hence .=)( 111  PRRP    

(ii) The proof is similar.  

Example 2  Let , 

,

0.1),0.2,0.4,,(0.2),0.5,0.7,,(0.5),0.3,0.6,,(

0.3),0.1,0.5,,(0.4),0.6,0.3,,(0.1),0.2,0.7,,(

0.1),0.8,0.4,,(0.2),0.3,0.5,,(0.3),0.6,0.2,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321







yxyxyxx

yxyxyxx

yxyxyxx

yyyYX

P  

and  

 .

0.4),0.2,0.6,,(0.2),0.3,0.8,,(0.6),0.4,0.2,,(

0.5),0.8,0.1,,(0.4),0.2,0.4,,(0.2),0.3,0.7,,(

0.2),0.4,0.2,,(0.2),0.3,0.8,,(0.3),0.4,0.6,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321







zyzyzyy

zyzyzyy

zyzyzyy

zzzZY

R  

Then  
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 .

0.4),0.5,0.6,,(0.2),0.6,0.3,,(0.3),0.4,0.2,,(

0.2),0.3,0.7,,(0.2),0.2,0.4,,(0.2),0.3,0.5,,(

0.2),0.3,0.4,,(0.3),0.3,0.5,,(0.2),0.4,0.4,,(

=)(

3323133

3222122

3121111

321

1









xzxzxzz

xzxzxzz

xzxzxzz

xxxXZ

RP   

Now,  

 ,

0.1),0.2,0.4,,(0.3),0.1,0.5,,(0.1),0.8,0.4,,(

0.2),0.5,0.7,,(0.4),0.6,0.3,,(0.2),0.3,0.5,,(

0.5),0.3,0.6,,(0.1),0.2,0.7,,(0.3),0.6,0.2,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321

1









xyxyxyy

xyxyxyy

xyxyxyy

xxxXY

P  

and  

 .

0.4),0.2,0.6,,(0.5),0.8,0.1,,(0.2),0.4,0.2,,(

0.2),0.3,0.8,,(0.4),0.2,0.4,,(0.2),0.3,0.8,,(

0.6),0.4,0.2,,(0.2),0.3,0.7,,(0.3),0.4,0.6,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321

1









yzyzyzz

yzyzyzz

yzyzyzz

yyyYZ

R  

Then  

.

0.4),0.5,0.6,,(0.2),0.6,0.3,,(0.3),0.4,0.2,,(

0.2),0.3,0.7,,(0.2),0.2,0.4,,(0.2),0.3,0.5,,(

0.2),0.3,0.4,,(0.3),0.3,0.5,,(0.2),0.4,0.4,,(

=)(

3323133

3222122

3121111

321

11









xzxzxzz

xzxzxzz

xzxzxzz

xxxXZ

PR   

So, 111 =)(  PRRP  .  

Definition 18 Let )( YXGRR  , then 

)(i  R  is reflexive of type-1 if  .0,=),(0=),(1,=),( XxxxandFxxIxxT   

)(ii R is reflexive of type-2 if  XxxxT 1,=),( , )},(),(),,({max yxIyyIxxI   

              .,)},,(),(),,({min XyxyxFyyFxxFand   

)(iii  R  is reflexive of type-3 if  )},,({0.5,max)},(),,({min yxTyyTxxT   

      XyxyxIyyIxxI  ,)},,({0.5,max)},(),,({min  and .0,=),( XxxxF   

)(iv R is reflexive of type-4 if )},(),(),,({max),,()},(),,({min yxIyyIxxIyxTyyTxxT   

              .,)},,(),(),,({max XyxyxFyyFxxFand      

Definition 19 Let )( YXGRR  , then 

)(i  R  is irreflexive of type-1 if  .1,=),(0=),(0,=),( XxxxandFxxIxxT   

)(ii  R  is irreflexive of type-2 if XxxxT 0,=),( , )},({0.5,max)},(),,({min yxIyyIxxI   

              .,)},,({0.5,max)},(),,({min XyxyxFyyFxxFand   

)(iii  R  is irreflexive of type-3 if ),,()},(),,({max yxTyyTxxT   

          XyxyxIyyIxxI  ,),,()},(),,({max  .1,=),( XxxxFand   

)(iv  R  is irreflexive of type-4 if ),,()},(),,({max yxTyyTxxT   
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    .,),,()},(),,({min),()},(),,({max XyxyxFyyFxxFandyxIyyIxxI    

Theorem 2  

)(i  Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-1   Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-2,     type-3 and type-4. 

)(ii  Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-2   Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-4. 

)(iii  Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-3   Reflexivity (irreflexivity) of type-4.  

The proof follows from the definition. Here we are showing by the numerical example that the above 
theorems is obvious. 

Example 3  Let ),( YXGRR  be a reflexive of type-1, where 

.

),1,0,0,(0.1),0.3,0.7,,(0.3),0.4,0.6,,(

0.6),0.2,0.4,,(),1,0,0,(0.9),0.3,0.5,,(

0.1),0.8,0.2,,(0.4),0.6,0.3,,(),1,0,0,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321







yxyxyxx

yxyxyxx

yxyxyxx

yyyYX

R  

Then R  is obviously type-2,type-3 and type-4 reflexive.  

Remark 1  It can easily be shown by constructing examples that reflexive (irreflexive) of type-4   
reflexive (irreflexive) of type-3   reflexive (irreflexive) of type-2   reflexive (irreflexive) of type-1.  

Theorem 3  )(i  If ),( XXGRR  is reflexive of any type then RRR  . 

)(ii  If ),( XXGRR  is irreflexive of any type then RRR  .  

Proof. )(i  Let  ),(),,(),,(= jiRjiRjiR xxFxxIxxTR  for njandni ,1,2,=,1,2,=   and RRA = . 

       Then  ),(),,(),,(= jiRRjiRRjiRR xxFxxIxxTA   for  njandnni ,1,2,=,1,2,=  . Therefore, 

)}},(),,({min{max=),( jkRkiR
k

jiA xxTxxTxxT  

  = )}}],(),,({min{max)}},,(),,({min[{max
,

jkRkiR
ikk

jiRiiR xxTxxTxxTxxT


 

  = )}}],(),,({min{max),,([max
,

jkRkiR
ikk

jiR xxTxxTxxT


 [for any type of reflexivity] 

  ).,( jiR xxT  

)}},(),,({max{min=),( jkRkiR
k

jiA xxIxxIxxI  

  = )}}],(),,({max{min)}},,(),,({max[{min
,

jkRkiR
ikk

jiRiiR xxIxxIxxTxxT


 

  = )}}],(),,({max{min),,([min
,

jkRkiR
ikk

jiR xxIxxIxxI


 [for any type of reflexivity] 

  ).,( jiR xxI  

  Similarly we can prove ).,( jiRA xxIi   

   Hence AR   i.e., RRR  . 

)(ii  Proof is similar to above case.  

Note 1 Any special type of reflexivity (irreflexivty) is not a necessary condition for satisfying the theorem 3.  

Example 4  Let ),( XXGRR , where },,{= 321 xxxX  and R  is not any special type of reflexive , where 
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.

0.3),0.3,0.6,,(0.0),0.4,0.5,,(0.1),0.3,0.5,,(

0.4),0.6,0.3,,(0.4),0.7,0.3,,(0.2),0.6,0.3,,(

0.1),0.3,0.6,,(0.3),0.6,0.5,,(0.7),0.4,0.3,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321







xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxXX

R  

Then  

.

0.3),0.3,0.6,,(0.1),0.4,0.5,,(0.1),0.3,0.5,,(

0.4),0.6,0.3,,(0.4),0.6,0.3,,(0.2),0.6,0.3,,(

0.3),0.3,0.6,,(0.3),0.4,0.5,,(0.7),0.3,0.5,,(

=

3323133

3222122

3121111

321








xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxXX

RR  

Though R  is not any special type of irrflexive then also RRR  .  

Definition 20 A relation ),( XXGRR  is called symmetric if 1= RR  i.e., if   ,),( XXxx ji    

).,(=),(),,(=),(),,(=),( ijRjiRijRjiRijRjiR xxFxxFxxIxxIxxTxxT  

Theorem 4 )(i  If ),(, XXGRRP   are symmetric relations, then 1)(= PRRP  . 

)(ii  If ),( XXGRR  is symmetric relation, then RR   is also a symmetric relation.  

Proof. (i) Since R  and P  are both symmetric relation on XX  ,  

then 111 )(===  PRRPRP   [by the theorem 1].  

 (ii) The proof is obvious.  

5. Conclusion 
Here we define a new type of neutrosophic setcalled intuitionistic neutrosophic sets (INSs) and have 

showed by means of examples, that the definition for neutrosophic set the compliment and union are not true 
for INSs. Also we have define new definition of complement, union and intersection of INS. In section 4, we 
define the relation of INSs and four special types of INSs relations. Finally we have studied some properties 
of INSs relations. 
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